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ABSTRACT

This work investigates the vulnerability of analog network
coding (ANC) to physical layer attacks from adversarial users,
when all nodes are equipped with multiple antennas. Specifi-
cally, we examine the MIMO two way relay channel (TWRC)
with two users trying to communicate with each other via
a relay node in the presence of a passive eavesdropper. We
propose a new performance metric, namely the secrecy sum
rate of the MIMO TWRC, to quantify performance. We then
consider secure transmission strategies for the scenarios of
no eavesdropper channel state information at the transmitters
(ECSIT), partial ECSIT, and complete ECSIT, respectively.
Finally, numerical results are presented to illustrate the im-
provement in secrecy obtained with the proposed transmis-
sion schemes.

1. INTRODUCTION

Network coding is an emerging design paradigm for modern
communication networks that allows intermediate nodes to
mix signals received from multiple paths, as opposed to the
traditional approach of separating them [1]. Network coding
reduces the amount of transmissions in the network and thus
improves the overall throughput. While originally designed
for wireline networks, attention has recently gravitated toward
physical layer network coding (PLNC) for wireless networks
[2]-[3].

The pre-eminent application of PLNC is in the two-way
relay channel (TWRC), which consists of two source nodes
that wish to establish a bidirectional communication link via
a helping relay node. With PLNC, the number of time slots re-
quired to exchange messages can be reduced to just two, com-
pared to three or greater with conventional approaches. In the
first phase, both sources simultaneously transmit their mes-
sages to the relay, which resembles a multiple access channel
(MAC). In the subsequent time slot, the relay broadcasts a
combination of its received signals. Each source node is then
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able to subtract out its own data from the signal received by it
and therefore recover the message from the other node. Pos-
sible choices for the relaying protocol include estimate-and-
forward [3], or amplify-and-forward, which is also known as
analog network coding (ANC) [4]. Early work on the TWRC
mostly focused on single-antenna nodes, with some recent re-
sults on multiple antennas (MIMO) at some or all nodes in
[5]-[7].

The broadcast and superposition properties of the wire-
less medium that make ANC feasible also makes it vulnera-
ble to eavesdropping or jamming. However, very little exist-
ing work can be found on physical layer security aspects of
TWRCs with an external adversary. In [8], the single-antenna
TWRC is studied with the relay itself as the eavesdropper and
the secrecy rate as the performance metric, which differs sig-
nificantly from our scenario. In the remainder of this work,
we investigate a MIMO TWRC with a passive multi-antenna
eavesdropper. We derive a new performance metric, namely
the secrecy sum rate of the MIMO TWRC, to quantify per-
formance. We then consider secure transmission strategies
for different levels of eavesdropper channel state informa-
tion at the transmitters (ECSIT). The impact of eavesdrop-
ping and corresponding counter-measures have been studied
extensively for unidirectional MIMO point-to-point and relay
channels in [9]-[12], for example.

2. MATHEMATICAL MODEL

We study the MIMO TWRC in which four multiple-antenna
nodes are present: two legitimate users A and B that wish to
exchange messages, a relay R, and a passive eavesdropper E
equipped with NA, NB , NR, and NE antennas respectively,
with NR = (NA + NB).

We make the following major assumptions:

1. All four nodes operate under a half-duplex constraint,
i.e., they can either transmit or receive in a given time
slot.

2. There is no direct communication link between A and



B, all signals must pass through the relay R.

3. A and B have complete channel state information (CSI)
of their links to/from relay R; in turn R possesses per-
fect CSI of its channels to/from A and B. The eaves-
dropper on the other hand is assumed to have complete
receive channel state information.

The various levels of knowledge of the eavesdropper’s chan-
nels at transmitters A, B,R include: (a) no knowledge of the
eavesdropper’s channel state information (ECSIT); (b) par-
tial ECSIT in the form of the statistics of channels to E, and
(c) complete (statistical and instantaneous) ECSIT. While the
primary focus of this paper is on the cases of no ECSIT and
complete ECSIT, we also briefly describe the partial ECSIT
scenario in the sequel.

The received signal at the relay after the MAC phase can
be written as

yR = HAxA + HBxB + nR, (1)

where HA ∈ CNR×NA and HB ∈ CNR×NB are the flat-
fading channels from users A and B with transmit signals
xA ∈ CNA×1,xB ∈ CNB×1, respectively, and nR is the
zero-mean complex Gaussian interference-plus-noise vector
with covariance σ2

nI.
The design of the relay signal in the broadcast phase is an

area of intensive research. The term physical-layer network
coding was originally used to refer to a estimate-and-forward
scheme at the relay [3], while an amplify-and-forward strat-
egy was termed analog network coding (ANC) in [4]. The
lower complexity of ANC due to its linear processing and
avoidance of multiuser decoding makes it the relaying strat-
egy of choice in the remainder of this work.

The received signals at the terminals in the BC phase (time
slot 2) can be written as

yi = GixR + ni, i = A,B, E,

where xR ∈ CNR×1 is the relay signal, Gi is the MIMO
fading channel from the relay to the ith receiver, and ni is
the corresponding complex Gaussian noise-plus-interference
vector analogous to the definition in (1). All channels and
noise vectors are assumed to be uncorrelated temporally and
across users in both time slots. Let the transmit signals in ei-
ther phase have the following covariance matrices and trans-
mit power constraints:

E
{
xixH

i

}
= Qi (2)

trace (Qi) 6 Pi, i = A, B,R. (3)

For the conventional ANC protocol based on the amplify-
and-forward principle, the relay signal is

xR =
√

gWyR, (4)

where W is a NR × NR precoding matrix known to all re-
ceivers, and g is a scaling factor used to conform to the relay
transmit power constraint:

g ≤ PR

trace
{
W

(
HAQAHH

A + HBQBHH
B + ZR

)
WH

} .

The design of the relay precoding matrix W is one of the ma-
jor components of the ANC scheme. Evidently, the simplest
strategy is to apply W = I. A more efficient use of the multi-
ple antennas at the relay would be to optimize W in order to
maximize the TWRC sum rate [14], or another performance
metric of choice.

Assuming perfect self-interference cancelation at A and B
leads to the following effective received signals in time slot 2:

ŷA =
√

gGAWHBxB +
√

gGAWnR + nA (5)
ŷB =

√
gGBWHAxA +

√
gGBWnR + nB (6)

Let the interference-plus-noise covariance matrix at each le-
gitimate receiver be defined as Ki = σ2

ngGiWWHGH
i +

Zi, i = A,B.

2.1. Performance Metric

The information rate achieved by each end user over two time
slots is

RA = I (ŷA;xB) (7)

= log2

∣∣KA + gGAWHBQBHH
BWHGH

A

∣∣
|KA| , (8)

RB = I (ŷB ;xA) (9)

= log2

∣∣KB + gGBWHAQAHH
A WHGH

B

∣∣
|KB | (10)

where I(x; y) denotes the mutual information between x and
y. The conventional sum rate (without security considera-
tions) of the MIMO two-way relay channel can then be writ-
ten as

Rs =
1
2

(RA + RB) , (11)

where the factor of 1/2 represents the rate loss due to the half-
duplex constraint.

Next, we model the adversary as an omniscient eaves-
dropper, with complete knowledge of all user channels and
the relay precoding matrix. Each transmission phase in the
current model grants an external eavesdropper an opportunity
to overhear the transmitted information, whereas the legiti-
mate receivers obtain a single observation of the data. The
optimal strategy at the eavesdropper would be to combine the
information received over the two phases to create a single
effective MIMO-MAC, as shown next.



Let the signals received by the eavesdropper in phases 1
and 2 be

z1 = CAxA + CBxB + mE

z2 =
√

gGEWyR + nE

(12)

with MIMO channels CA,CB from sources A and B, and GE

from relay R, respectively. Concatenating the above yields
the effective MAC z̃ =

[
zT
1 zT

2

]T
. Define the effective

channels from the sources to the eavesdropper as

C̃i =
[

Ci√
gGEWHi

]
, i = A, B.

Similarly, define the effective interference-plus-noise vector
at the eavesdropper as ñE =

[
mT

E nT
E

]T
, where ñE ∈

C2NR×1 is zero-mean complex Gaussian with block-diagonal
covariance matrix KE .

The information rate leaked to the eavesdropper can then
be computed from the sum capacity of the MIMO MAC [15]
to be

Re = log2

∣∣∣∣∣KE +
∑

i=A,B

C̃iQiC̃H
i

∣∣∣∣∣
|KE | . (13)

The capacity region of the MIMO TWRC with ANC is
currently unknown. A viable alternative performance mea-
sure is the secrecy sum rate, which has been derived for mul-
tiuser networks in [13], for example. Therefore, we obtain
the desired performance metric for the MIMO TWRC under
eavesdropping, denoted as the instantaneous network secrecy
sum rate, as

Rsec =
∑

i=A,B

[I (ŷi;xi)− I (z̃;xi)] (14)

= max [0, (Rs −Re)] . (15)

3. NO EAVESDROPPER CSIT

We first investigate the TWRC without knowledge of the eaves-
dropper’s instantaneous channels CA,CB ,GE at the trans-
mitting nodes. When multiple antennas are available at the
transmitting nodes, it is possible to transmit an artificial in-
terference signal(s) on some of the spatial dimensions along
with the information signals on the remainder. By transmit-
ting the artificial interference in the orthogonal space of the
channels of the legitimate destination(s) in either phase, only
the eavesdropper is jammed while the receivers remain unaf-
fected. Jamming potential eavesdroppers with artificial inter-
ference has been previously proposed for unidirectional point-
to-point MIMO wiretap channels in [9]-[10].

Next, we describe the artificial interference scheme for
transmitter A, with the same principle being true for trans-
mitter B.In this case, the transmitters allocate sufficient re-
sources to guarantee a minimum conventional sum rate crite-
rion Rs,min that is known to all of them.

MAC Phase: A’s signal is split into two components, the
secret message for B, denoted by the DA × 1 vector zA, and
an uncorrelated (NA − DA) × 1 interference signal vector
z′A. Let 0 < ρA ≤ 1 denote the fraction of the total available
power devoted to zA, and let TA,T′A represent the NA ×
DA and NA × (NA − DA) transmit beamformer matrices
corresponding to zA and z′A:

xA = TAzA + T′Az′A. (16)

The elements of zA are assumed to be uncorrelated, and the
vectors zA and z′A are uncorrelated with each other as well.
Thus, QA may be expressed as

QA = TAQzATH
A + T′AQ′

z (T′A)H
, (17)

where QzA,Q′
zA are covariance matrices associated with zA

and z′A, respectively, such that Tr(TAQzATH
A ) ≤ ρAPA, and

Tr(T′AQ′
zAT′HA ) ≤ (1− ρA)PA.

With ρA,QzA, N and TA specified as above, it remains
to allocate the interference power so that it does not degrade
R’s signal. To guarantee this, we require

HATAzA ⊥ HAT′Az′A (18)

for all possible z, which can be guaranteed by choosing T to
be the dominant DA right singular vectors of HA, for exam-
ple. A similar procedure applies for transmission of artificial
interference by B in the first phase:

xB = TBzB + T′Bz′B . (19)

To increase the spatial dimensions available for artificial
interference, we adopt the modified waterfilling approach of
[10], where the product of power and spatial channels is min-
imized under a pre-selected rate constraint.

BC Phase: Given that the sum rate constraint Rs,min is
feasible in the second phase, it is desirable that R allocate any
remaining resources to generate artificial interference as well.
The relay signal is written as

xR =
√

gWyR + z′R (20)

where z′R is the artificial interference transmitted in the sec-
ond phase.

To avoid jamming the legitimate receivers, we require

z′R ⊥ [
GH

A GAWHBTB GH
B GBWHATA

]
. (21)

Since we have NR = (NA + NB) > (DA + DB), the ex-
istence of an artificial interference signal which satisfies the
orthogonality requirement in (21) is guaranteed.

At the eavesdropper, the effective noise covariance includ-
ing the artificial interference can be represented as

KE =
(

E
{
mEmH

E

}
0

0 E
{
nEnH

E

}
)

where E
{
mEmH

E

}
=

∑
i=A,B

(
1−ρi

N ′
i

)
PiCiTiTH

i CH
i + I,

and E
{
nEnH

E

}
=

(
1−ρR

N ′
R

)
PRGETRTH

R GH
E + I.



4. COMPLETE EAVESDROPPER CSIT

We now examine the MIMO TWRC where A,B, and R pos-
sess complete (instantaneous and statistical) information re-
garding the eavesdropper’s channels in the relevant time slots.
In the second phase, the relay can attempt to design the pre-
coding matrix W in order to maximize the conventional sum
rate Rs:

Wopt = arg max
W

Rsec. (22)

From (14) we observe that the objective function is a dif-
ference of two concave functions, and therefore is neither
convex nor concave. As a result, (22) is an unconstrained
non-convex optimization problem, for which a numerical so-
lution technique must be adopted. Some example approaches
include the steepest or gradient descent method, which itera-
tively searches for a locally optimum solution in the direction
of the gradient of Rsec. However, a globally optimal solution
cannot be guaranteed for any such method.

Alternatively, a more intuitive approach based upon the
generalized singular value decomposition (GSVD) can be adopted
instead. For the point-to-point MIMO wiretap channel, the
use of artificial interference is known to be suboptimal when
complete ECSIT is available. Indeed, in the high SNR regime,
it can be shown that the optimal strategy is to simultaneously
diagonalize the main and eavesdropper channels with the aid
of the GSVD [11]. In this section, we demonstrate how to
extend this strategy to the MIMO TWRC by exploiting the
self-interference cancelation feature intrinsic to the network.

MAC Phase: We describe the GSVD-based strategy for
A, with the same principle being true for B. For the pair of
channels HA,CA from A to R, E, we define the GSVD as

UHHAQ = ΣA, VHCAQ = ΣE

where

ΣA =
(

0
DA

)
, ΣE =




I
DE

0




and DA = diag {r1, . . . , rs} ,DE = diag {e1, . . . , es} are
diagonal matrices with positive elements. Let the (ordered)
generalized singular values then be defined as αi = ri

ei
, i =

1, . . . , s.
Transmitter A constructs its transmit signal as

xA = Q
[

0
uA

]

where uA ∈ Cs×1 is the Gaussian input with non-zero el-
ements corresponding to generalized singular values greater
than unity.

BC Phase: The re-application of the GSVD strategy to
the BC phase is made possible by the self-interference can-
celation at each receiver. In other words, even though the

receivers do not cooperate, we can concatenate the channels
into G̃ =

[
GA; GB

]
and treat A and B as a single multi-

antenna receiver due to the lack of any mutual interference.
Therefore, R computes the relay signal based on the GSVD
of the pair

{
G̃,GE

}
.

4.1. Partial ECSIT

If the joint distribution of the eavesdropper’s channels is known
at the transmitters, then it is theoretically possible to maxi-
mize the ergodic network secrecy sum rate based on artificial
interference as

max
ρA,ρB ,ρR,DA,DB ,DR

E {Rsec} . (23)

where the expectation is taken over all the random inter-user
channels. For simplicity, assume uniform power allocation at
all transmitters, i.e., the information and artificial interference
covariances are scaled identity matrices with the appropriate
trace constraint. It is then straightforward to apply known
results from random matrix theory and derive the expected
value of Rsec in terms of the random eigenvalues of Wishart
matrices. However, a joint optimization over all six parame-
ters for the non-convex objective function in (23) would en-
tail great complexity, and sub-optimal approaches with a pre-
determined power allocation may be more suitable.

5. NUMERICAL RESULTS

In this section, we present some numerical examples to il-
lustrate the effectiveness of the proposed secure transmission
strategies. For comparison, we refer to the sum rate maximiz-
ing ANC scheme without eavesdropping counter-measures in
(4) as the naive scheme, which also includes uniform power
allocation over the transmit antennas of A and B.
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Fig. 1. TWRC network secrecy sum rate without ECSIT.



Fig. 1 compares the naive and no ECSIT ANC schemes
as a function of the minimum desired conventional sum rate
Rs,min, for NA = NB = 6, NR = 12, NE = 2. Here,
SNR is defined as the total transmit power of A, set equal to
the power at B and R, i.e., PA = PB = PR = 20dB. The
per-user minimum rate requirement in the BC phase is set to
half the overall sum rate constraint Rs,min for simplicity. It is
apparent that an eavesdropper with even a fraction of the an-
tennas of the the legitimate nodes can severely compromise
the confidentiality of the MIMO TWRC. The artificial inter-
ference scheme offers a substantial improvement in secrecy,
albeit with increased power usage, especially at low values of
Rs,min.
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Fig. 2. TWRC network secrecy sum rate with complete EC-
SIT.

We compare the improvements in network secrecy sum
rate when complete ECSIT is available as the number of eaves-
dropper antennas increases, for fixed NA = NB = 8, NR =
16 and PA = PB = PR = 20dB. Exploiting the ECSIT
allows the MIMO TWRC to transmit with a non-zero secrecy
sum rate for twice as many eavesdropper antennas compared
to the naive scheme.
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